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STATEMENT OF CLAIM
TO THE DEFENDANTS

A LEGAL PROCEEDING HAS BEEN COMMENCED AGAINST YOU
plaintiff. The claim made against you is set out in the following pages.

bY thc

IF yOU WISH TO DEFEND THIS PROCEEDING, you or an ontario lawyer
acting for you must prepare a statement of defence in Form 184 prescribed by The Rules

2

of Civil Procedure, serve it on the plaintiffls lawyer or, where the plaintiff does not have
ilu*y.r, serve it on the plaintiff, and fìle it, with proof of service, in this court office,
WITHIN TWENTY DAYS after this statement of claim is served on you, if you are
served in Ontario.

If you are served in another province or territory of Canada or in the United

of America, the period for serving and filing your statement of defence is forty
days. If you are servedoutside Canada and the United States of America, the period is
States

sixty days.
Instead of serving and frling a statement of defence, you may serve and file a
notice of intent to defend in Form 188 prescribed by the Rules of Civil Procedure- This
will entitle you to ten more days within which to serve and file your statement of
defence.

IF YOU FAIL TO DEFEND THIS PROCEEDING, JUDGMENT MAY BE

GIVEN AGAINST YOU IN YOUR ABSENCE AND WITHOUT FURTHER NOTICE
TO
TO YOU. IF YOU WISH TO DEFEND THIS PROCEEDING BUT ARE UNABLE
PAY LEGAL FEES, LEGAL AID MAY BE AVAILABLE TO YOU BY
CONTACTING A LOCAL LEGAL AID OFFICE.

TAKE NOTICE: THIS ACTION WILL AUTOMATICALLY BE DISMISSED
if it has not been set down for trial or terminated by any means within five years after the
action was commenced unless otherwise ordered by the court.
Pinto
BernrteY
Issued by
Date: September þ\rus
Local registrar

Address of 393 UniversitY Avenue
court office 10tl'Floor
Toronto, ON M5G lE6

TO

ROYAL BANK OF CANADA
200Bay Street
P.O Box 1, Royal Bank Plaza
Toronto, ON M5J 2J5

AND TO:

RBC CAPITAL MARKETS LLC
Three World Financial Centre
200 Vesey Street, 5tt'Floor
New York, New York 10281

-J-

AND TO:

BANK OF AMERICA CORPORATION
North Tryon Street
Charlotte, North Carolina 28255
100

AND TO:

BANK OF AMERICA, N,A.
101 South Tyron Street

¡

Charlotte, North Carolina 28255

AND TO:

BANK OF AMERICA CANADA
400-181 Bay Street
Toronto, ON M5J 2V8

AND TO:

BANK OF AMERICA, NATIONAL ASSOCIATION
- 181 BAY ST

4OO

Toronto, ON M5J 2V8

AND TO:

TIIE BANK OF TOI(YO MITSUBISHI UFJ LTD.
2-7 -1, Marunouchi, Chiyoda-ku
Tokyo, Japan

A}ID TO:

BANK OF TOI(YO-MTTSUBISHT UFJ (CANADA)
200 Bay Street, Royal Bank Plaza, South Tower

Toronto, ON M5J 2Jl

AND TO:

BARCLAYS BANK PLC
1 Churchill Place
London, England E14 5H

AND TO:

BARCLAYS CAPITAL INC.
745 7rh Avenue
New York, New

AND TO:

York

10019

BARCLAYS CAPITAL CANADA INC.
333 Bay Street, Suite 4910
Toronto, ON M5H 2R2

AND TO:

BNP PARIBAS GROUP
16 Boulevard des Italiens
Paris, France 75009

AND TO:

BNP PARIBAS NORTH AMERICA INC.
787 7't' Avenue
New York, New York 10019
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AND TO:

BNP PARIBAS (CANADA)
1981 McGill College Avenue
Montreal, QC H3A 2W8

AND TO:

BNP PARIBAS

McGill College Avenue
Montreal, QC H3A 2W8
1981

AND TO:

CITIGROUP,INC.
399 Park Avenue
New York, New York 10022

AND TO:

CITIBANK N.A.
399 Park Avenue
New York, New York 10022

AND TO:

CITIBANK CANADA
123 Front Street'West, 19th Floor

Toronto, ON M5J 2M3

AND TO:

CITIGROUP GLOBAL MARKETS CANADA INC.
123 Front Street'West, 19'h Floor

Toronto, ON M5J 2M3

AND TO:

CREDIT SUISSE GROUP AG
Paradeplatz 8
8001 Zurich, Switzerland

AND TO:

CREDIT SUISSE SECURITIES (USA) LLC
11 Madison Avenue
New York, New York 10010

AND TO:

CREDIT SUISSE AG
2900-l First Canadia¡r Place
100 King Street West
PO Box 301
Toronto, ON M5X 1C9

AND TO:

CREDIT SUISSE SECURITIES (CANADA), INC.
2900-l First Canadian Place
100 King Street West
PO Box 301
Toronto, ON M5X 1C9
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AND TO:

DEUTSCHE BANK AG
Taunusanlage 12
60325 Frankfurt AM Main
Germany

AND TO:

THE GOLDMAN SACHS GROUP,INC.
200 West Street
New York, New

AND TO:

10282

GOLDMAN, SACHS & CO.
200 West Street
New York, New

AND TO:

York

York 10282

GOLDMAN SACHS CANADA INC.
Royal Trust Tower, Toronto-Dominion Centre
77 King Street West
Suite 3400
Toronto, ON M5K 187

AND TO:

HSBC HOLDINGS PLC
8 Canada Square

London, E14 5HQ
United Kingdom

AND TO:

IISBC BANK PLC
8 Canada Square

London, El4 5HQ
United Kingdom

AND TO:

IISBC NORTH AMERICA IIOLDINGS INC.
452 Sth Avenue
New York, New

AND TO:

York

10018

IISBC BANK USA, N.A.
50-l 800 Tysons Boulevard
Virginia, United States 22102

AND TO:

HSBC BANK CANADA
300-885 West Georgia Street
Vancouver, BC V6C 3E9

AND TO:

JPMORGAN CHASE & CO.
27 0 P arkAvenue, 3 8tl' Floor
New York, New York 10017
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AND TO:

JPMORGAN CHASE BANK N.A.
arkAvenue, 3 8th Floor
New York, New York 10017
27 0 P

AND TO:

J.P. MORGAN BANK CANADA
1800-200 Bay Street
Royal BankPlaza, South Tower
Toronto, ON M5J 2J2

AND TO:

J.P. MORGAN CANADA
1800-200 Bay Street
Royal Bank Plaza, South Tower
Toronto, ON M5J 2J2

AND TO:

JPMORGAN CHASE BANK NATIONAL ASSOCIATION
1800-200 Bay Street
Royal BankPlaza, South Tower
Toronto, ON M5J 2J2

AND TO:

MORGAN STANLEY
1585 Broadway

New York, New

AND TO:

York

10036

MORGAN STANLEY CANADA LIMITED
181 Bay Street

Suite 3700
P.O. Box 776
Toronto, ON M5J 2T3

AND TO:

ROYAL BANK OF SCOTLAND GROUP PLC
36 St. Andrew Square
Edinburgh, United Kingdom EHZ2YB

AND TO:

RBS SECURITIES,INC.
600 Washington Boulevard
Stamford, Connecticut 06901

AND TO:

ROYAL BANK OF SCOTLAND N.V.
7610-79 Wellington Street West
Toronto, ON M5K 1G8

AND TO:

ROYAL BANK OF SCOTLAND PLC
1610-79 Wellington Street West
Toronto, ON M5K 1G8
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AND TO:

SOCIETE GENERALE S.A.
29 Boulevard Haussmann 75009
Paris, France

AND TO:

SOCIÉTÉ CÉNÉNAT,B
29 Boulevard Haussmann 75009
Paris, France

AND TO:

soclÉrÉ cÉNÉnaln (cANADA)
1501 McGill College Avenue, Suite 1800
Montreal, QC H3A 3M8

AND TO:

STANDARD CHARTERED PLC

I Basinghall Avenue
London, EC2V 5DD
AND TO:

UBS AG
Aeschenvorstadt
4051 Basel

1

and
Bahnhofstrasse 45

8001 Zurich

AND TO:

UBS SECURITIES LLC
677 Washington Blvd.
Stamford, Connecticut 06901

AND TO:

UBS BANK (CANADA)
800-1 54 University Avenue
Toronto, ON M5H 324
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CLAIM

1.

The plaintiff claims on behalf of himself and other members of the proposed

Class (as defineC in paragraph24bel+'w):
(a)

A declaration that the defendants conspired, agreed andior arranged with
each other to

fix, maintain, increase, control, or unreasonably enhance the

price of foreign exchange purchased in the foreign exchange market
during the Class Period (as defined inparagraph 24 below);

(b)

Damages or compensation

in an amount not exceeding $1,000,000,000

for:

(Ð

loss and damage suffered as a result of conduct contrary to Part

VI

of the Competítion Act, RSC 1985, c C-34 ("Competitton Acf');

(iÐ

(c)

civil conspiracy;

(iii)

unjust enrichment; and

(iv)

waiver of tort;

Punitive, exemplary and aggravated damages

in the amount of

$50,000,000;

(d) An equitable rate of interest on all sums found due and owing to the
plaintiff and other class members or, in the alternative, pre- and postjudgment interest pursuant to the Courts of Justíce.4cl, R-S-O - 7990,

c-

c.43;

(e)

Investigative costs and costs of this proceeding on a full-indemnity basis
pursuant to section 36 of the Competition Act; and

(Ð

Such further and other relief as this Honourable Court deems just.
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NATURE OF THE ACTION

2.

This action arises from a conspiracy among the defendants to fix, raise, maintain,

stabilize, control, or enhance un¡easonably the prices

of currency purchased in

the

foreign exchange or foreign currency market (the "FX Market"), and to fix, maintain,
control, prevent, lessen, eliminate, or unduly lessen the supply of foreign curencies on
the FX Market.

3.

The FX Market is the world's largest and most actively traded financial market.

In April z}l3,trading in the global FX Market averaged USD$5.3 trillion per day.

4.

In April 2015, Canadian domestic market FX trading averaged USD$75.1 billion

per day. The defendants are the dominant dealers in the FX Market, having a combined

global market share of approximately 90Yo. The defendants, collectively, represent

a

substantial portion of the FX Market in Canada.

5.

The FX Market revolves around spot transactions. Spot transactions are the

simply exchange of one currency for another. More specifically, spot

transactions

involve the exchange of currencies between the dealer and the customer on a value date
that is within two bank business days'

time.

Spot transactions occur over-the-counter.

Spot transactions rely on financial institutions, such as the defendants, to act as "dealers"

willing to continuously buy and sell currencies. Dealers

are also referred to as "market

makers" or "liquidity providers". The dealer will provide spot market quote prices at
which the dealer is willing to buy or sell the currency. The dealer quotes its customer a

"bid" (the price it will buy currency) and an "ask" (the price it will sell currency). The
difference between the bid and the ask is called the "bid/ask spread" or simply the
"spread."

6.

The defendants dominate spot trading, acting as the dealer in approximately 98Yo

of spot volume in the United States, a major FX trading'centre.

7.

In Canada, as of April 2073, spot transactions accounted for23 percent of all FX

turnover. The figure is higher in the United States, where approximately half of the daily

FX turnover are spot transactions.

- 10-

8.

Spot transactions determine the pricing and affect other FX instruments. In over-

the-counter trading, spot prices impact the pricing of outright forwards,l FX swaps2 and

FX options.' These are instruments that the defendants sell directly to their customersCollectively, FX spot transactions, outright forwards, FX swaps, FX options, options on
FX Futures contracts, and other instruments traded in the FX market in Canada or on a
Canadian exchange are referred to herein as "FX fnstruments'"

g.

Spot transactions also directly impact the pricing of FX Instruments traded on

exchanges, including futures contracts and options on futures contracts.

10.

Beginning at least as early as 2003 and continuing through 2013, the defendants

conspired

with each other to fix, raise, maintain, stabilize, control, or

enhance

unreasonably prices in the FX market. Through the dailyuse of multiple chat rooms with

revealing names such as "The Cartel," "The Bandits' Club," and "The Mafia," the
defendants communicated directly with each other to coordinate their: (i) fixing of spot
prices;

(ii) controlling or manipulating FX

benchmark rates; and

(iii) exchanging

key

confidential customer information in an effort to trigger client stop loss ordersa and limit
orders.s The defendants' conspiracy affected dozens of currency pairs, including the U.S-

and Canadian dollar (USD/CAD) currency pair, which is one of the world's highest
volume trading curïency pairs- Due to the importance of spot prices, the defendants'

I

An..outright forward" is an agreement to exchange surns ofcurrency at an agreed-on exchange rate on
a value datã that will be in morè than two bank business days' time. The exchange rate for a forward
transaction is called the forward outright-

t An ..FX swap" is a combination of a spot

transaction plus an outright forward done simultaneously, but

in the opposite direction.
Options on FX futures are standardized contracts trading on an exchange, and upon exercise, calling for
the establishment of an FX futures position. A "FX future" is a standardized contracts trading on an
exchange and calling for delivery ofa specified quantity ofa specified culTency, o¡ a cash settlement, on a
3

specif,red date.
a currency if the currency trades
the order rate, and a stop
price
reaches
if
the
bid
is
triggered
to
sell
loss
order
u ,p"ðifi"d rate. A stop
"t
ratethe
order
price
reaches
if
the
offer
is
executed
order to buy

o

A ',stop loss order" is an instrument from the client to the bank to trade

A "limit order" is an order placed with a broker to buy or sell an FX Instrument at a specified price or
better. Because the limit ordér is for a specified price, it may not be executed if the price set by the
5

investor cannot be met during the period of time in which the order is left open.

- 1l
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conspiracy impacted all manner of FX Instruments, including those trading both overthe-counter and on exchanges.

The sprea<i is one way in which a ciefenciant is compensaieri as a market maker
for spot transactions. The defendants want to buy low and sell high and want wider
spreads. Conversely, it is in customers' interest to have nalTower spreads. Narrower

11.

spreads mean customers pay lower prices when buying cuffency and receive higher

prices when selling currency. Thus, collusively widening the spread directly injures
customers by forcing them to pay more or receive less in a given spot transaction.

The defendants conspired to fix spot prices, including in respect of USD/CAD,
by agreeing to artificially widen spreads quoted to customers. As part of their efforts to

lZ-

coordinate the spreads quoted

to

customers, defendants engaged

in

thousands of

communications about FX spreads.

13.
as

The defendants also conspired to fix key FX benchmark rates, known generally

"Fixes." The most widely used Fixes are the'WMlReuters Closing Spot Rates and the

European Central Bank's Fixing Rates. Using electronic chat rooms, the defendants
exchanged confidential customer information and coordinated their trading to control or
manipulate these key rates, including in respect of USD/CAD'

14. The defendants

engaged

in

additional collusive conduct. The

defendants

exchanged information about the prices at which their respective customers had stop-loss

orders and

limit orders for the purpose of coordinating their trading to trigger these

pricing thresholds. The defendants exploited these orders by controlling or manipulating
prices to swing to the price at which the stop-loss or limit order is triggered-

15.

The United States Department of Justice ("DOJ") has an active and ongoing

criminal investigation into the defendants' conduct. Five defendants: Barclays Bank
PLC, Citicorp, JPMorgan Chase &. Co., RBS, and UBS have already pled guilty to the
conspiracy. The Commodity Futures Trading Commission ("CFTC") is investigating
the defendants' conduct, resulting in adverse findings of facts and billions of dollars in
fines. Other law enforcement and regulatory authorities, including in the United States,

-12-

Europe, Asia, Australia, New Zealand, South Africa, and South America, have open and
active investigations into the defendants' conduct in the FX Market. As a direct result

of

these global investigations, the defendants have terminated and suspended numerous
personnel with supervisory authority over their FX operations'

16.

The defendants' longstanding conspiracy reflected a culture of increasing profits

at the expense of the Class and the very integrity of the FX Market. The defendants'
conspiracy to

fix prices in the FX Market impacted the pricing of all FX

lnstruments,

resulting in loss and damage for the Class.

THE PLAINTIFF AND TIIE CLASS
17

-

The plaintiff, Christopher Staines ("Staines"),

is an individual residing in

Komoka, Ontario. Staines holds numerous investment products through wholly-owned
subsidiaries of the RBC defendants, as defined below.

During the Class Period, as defined below, Staines purchased and sold units in
funds that are either exposed to the risk of curïency fluctuations in the FX Market or

18.

which employ investment strategies that attempt to actively mitigate the risk associated
therewith. The funds mitigate this risk by frequently entering and exiting positions in FX
derivative products such as curency swaps, options, forward contracts and futures
contracts.

19.

Mr. Staines purchased and sold units in several of the types of funds that engage

in the risk mitigation strategies described in paragraph 18 including:
a

PH&N Overseas Equity Fund

a

RBC US Equity Fund

o

PH&N C-Hedged US Equity Fund

20. In the simplified
Management notes:

prospectus

for the RBC Equity Fund, RBC Global

Asset

-

13 -

.,we may use derivatives for hedging purposes to protect against
losses or reduce volatility resulting from changes in interest rates,
market indices or foreign exchange rates and to reduce the fund's
exposure to changes in the value of the U.S. dollar relative to the
Canadian doliar. The portfolio manager will determine the ievel of
currency exposure based on its current view of currency markets"
AND
.,may also use derivatives such as options, futures, forward contracts
and swaps as a substitute for direct investment.t'

21.

Similar language with respect to how the fund may hedge against culrency risk is

included in the simplified prospectus for the PH&N Overseas Equity Fund.

ZZ.

In the simplified prospectus for the PH&N C-Hedged US Equity Fund, Phillips,

Hager & North Investment Management Ltd. notes:

"The Fund will use derivatives to hedge against fluctuations in the value of
the U.S. doltar relative to the Canadian dollar. In addition, the Fund may
use'derivatives, such as swaps, options, futures and forward contracts, as
permitted by NI 81-102:
purposes, including to protect against losses or reduce
volatitity resulting from changes in interest rates, market indices or
foreign exchange rates including changes in the value of foreign
currency relative to the Canadian dollar; and

-> for hedging

-> for non-hedging purposes, including as ^ substitute for direct
investment or to generate income"

23.

As a result of the defendants' conduct, as alleged herein, because the funds that

Staines held implemented the above-noted hedging strategies, the values of the funds

were depressed. Specifically, as a result of the defendants' conduct, the funds paid

inflated cu¡¡ency exchange rates and/or received deflated currency exchange rates,
resulting in a loss in value of the funds. This loss was passed on, in whole or in part, to
holders of the funds, including Staines through deflated value of the investment and/or
increased management fees-

24.

The plaintiff seeks to represent the following proposed class (the "Class" or the

"Class members"):

-14-

l, 2003 and December
"Class
Period"), entered Ìnto an FX Instrumen{tleither
31, 2013 (the
through an intermediary, and/or purchased or
indirectly
or
directly
otherwise participates in an ínvestment or equity fund, mutual fund,
hedge fund, pension Jund or any other inveslment vehicie that entered
into an FX Instrument. Excluded from the class are the defendants, their
parent companies, subsidiaries, and ffiliatesAll persons in Canada who, between January

[]J " FX Instruments" includes FX spot transactions, outright
þrwards, FX swaps, FX options, FX futures contracts, options
on FXfutures contracts, and other instruments traded in the FX
market in Canada or on a Canadian exchange-

THE DEFENDANTS

25.

The defendants are jointly and severally liable for the actions of, and damages

allocable to, their co-conspirators, including unnamed co-conspirators.

26.

Where a particular entity within a corporate family of the defendants engaged in

anti-competitive conduct,

it did so on behalf of all entities within that

corporate family.

The individual participants in the conspiratorial meetings and discussions entered into an
agreement on behalf of, and reported these meetings and discussions to, their respective
corporate families.

27.

Various persons, partnerships, sole proprietors, firms, corporations,

and

individuals not named as defendants in this action, the identities of which are presently
unknown, have participated as co-conspirators with the defendants in the unlawful
behaviour alleged herein, and have performed acts and made statements in furtherance

of

the conspiracy or in furtherance of the anti-competitive conduct.

28.

The terms "defendant" or "defendants" as used herein includes, in addition to

those named specifically below, all of the named defendants' predecessors, including
those merged with or acquired by the named defendants and each named defendant's

wholly owned or controlled subsidiaries or affrliates that played a material role in the
unlawful acts alleged herein.
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RBC

29.
Act

The defendant Royal Bank of Canada is regulated in Canada under the Bank

asa Schedule I bank an<Í has its head office in Toronio, Oniario.

30.

The defendant RBC Capital Markets LLC is a Minnesota limited liability

company with its principal place of business and headquarters in New York, New York'

RBC Capital Markets LLC is also a wholly-owned subsidiary of the Royal Bank of
Canada.

31.

The defendants Royal Bank of Canada and RBC Capital Markets LLC

are

collectively referred to as "RBC."

Bank of America

The defendant Bank of America Corporation is a Delaware corporatron
headquartered in Charlotte, North Carolina. Bank of America Corporation is a

32.

multinational banking and financial services corporation with its investrnent banking
division located in New York, New York.

The defendant Bank of America, N.A. is a United States federally-charted
national banking association headquartered in Charlotte, North Carolina, and is an

33.

indirect, wholly owned subsidiary of Bank of America Corporation.

34.

The defendant Bank of America Canada is regulated under the Bank Act, S.C-

lggl, c. 46 (the "Bank Act")

as a Schedule

II bank and has its head office in Toronto,

Ontario.

35.

The defendant Bank of America, National Association is regulated under the

Bank Act as a Schedule

III bank.

The defendants Bank of America Corporation, Bank of America, N'A', Bank of
America Canada,and Bank of America, National Association are collectively referred to

36.

as

"Bank of America."
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Bank of Tokyo Mitsubishi
3j

-

The defendant The Bank of Tokyo Mitsubishi UFJ Ltd. is a Japanese company

headquartered in Tokyo, Japan, with a branch in New York, New York.

38.

The defendant Bank of Tokyo-Mitsubishi UFJ (Canada) is regulated under the

Bank Act as a Schedule II bank and has its head office in Toronto, Ontario-

39.

The defendants The Bank of Tokyo Mitsubishi UFJ Ltd. and Bank of Tokyo-

Mitsubishi UFJ (Canada) are collectively referred to as the "Bank of Tokyo Mitsubishi-"
Barclays

The defendant Barclays Bank PLC is a British public limited company
headquartered in London, England. In Canada, Barclays Bank PLC is regulated under

40-

the Bank

41.

Act as a Schedule III bank.

The defendant Barclays Capital Inc. is a wholly owned subsidiary of Barclays

Bank PLC headquartered in New York, New York and engages in investment banking,
wealth management and investment management servrces.

42.

The defendant Barclays Capital Canada Inc. is a wholly owned subsidiary of

Barclays Bank PLC headquartered in Toronto, Ontario and incorporated under the laws

of Canada.

43.

The defendants Barclays Bank PLC, Barclays Capital Inc. and Barclays Capital

Canada Inc. are collectively referred to as "Barclays."

BNP

44.

The defendant BNP Paribas Group is a French bank and financial services

company headquartered in Paris, France.

45.

The defendant BNP Paribas North America Inc. is a Delaware corporatton

headquartered

in New York, New York. BNP Paribas North America Inc. provides

-17-

corporate, investment banking, and securities brokerage activities and is an affiliate of
BNP Paribas.

46.

The defendant BNP Paribas (Canada) is regulated under ihe Bank Act as

a

Schedule II bank and has its head office in Montreal, Quebec.

47.

The defendant BNP Paribas is regulated under the Bank Act as a Schedule III

bank.

48.

The defendants BNP Paribas Group, BNP Paribas North America Inc., BNP

Paribas (Canada), and BNP Paribas are collectively referred to as "BNP."

Citigroup

49.

The defendant Citigroup, Inc. is a Delaware corporation headquartered in New

York, New Yoik.

50.

The defendant Citibanþ N.A. is a United States federally-chartered national
banking association headquartered in New York, New York and is a wholly owned
subsidiary of defendant Citigroup, Inc. Citibank, N.A. is regulated in Canada under the
Bank Act as a Schedule III bank.

51.

The defendant Citibank Canada is regulated under the Bank Act as a Schedule

II bank

and has its head office in Toronto, Ontario.

52-

The defendant Citigroup Global Markets Canada Inc. is a wholly owned

subsidiary of Citigroup, Inc. headquartered in Toronto, Ontario and incorporated under
the laws of the Province of Ontario.

53.

The defendants Citigroup, Inc., Citibank, N.4., Citibank Canada and Citigroup

Global Markets Catada Inc. are collectively referred to as "Citigroup."

Credit Suisse

54.

The defendant Credit Suisse Group AG is a Swiss company headquartered in

Zui,ch, Switzerland.

- t8

55.

-

LLC is a Delaware limited
in New York, New York, and is a wholly owned

The defendant Credit Suisse Securities (USA)

liability company headquartered

subsidiary of Credit Suisse Group AG.

56.

The defendant Credit Suisse AG is regulated in Canada under the Bank Act as a

Schedule III bank.

57.

The defendant Credit Suisse Securities (Canada), Inc.

subsidiary

of

Credit Suisse Group AG headquartered

in

is a wholly owned

Toronto, Ontario

and

incorporated under the laws of the Province of Ontario.

58.

The defendants Credit Suisse Group AG, Credit Sui,sse Securities (USA) LLC,

Credit Suisse AG and Credit Suisse Securities (Canada), Inc. are collectively referred to
as

"Credit Suisse."

Deutsche Bank

The defendant Deutsche Bank AG ("Deutsche Bank") is a German financial
services company headquartered in Frankfurt, Germany. Deutsche Bank is regulated in

59.

Canada under the Bank Act as a Schedule

III bank.

Goldman Sachs

60.

The defendant The Goldman Sachs Group, Inc. is a Delaware corporation

headquartered in New York, New

York

10282. The Goldman Sachs Group Inc. is a bank

holding company and a financial holding company-

61.

The defendant Goldman, Sachs

&

Co. is a wholly owned subsidiary of the

United States financial services corporation The Goldman Sachs Group, Inc. and is its
principal operating subsidiary in the United States. Goldman, Sachs & Co. is located in
New York, New York.

62.

The defendant Goldman Sachs Canada Inc. is incorporated under the laws of

the Province of Ontario with a registered office address in Toronto, Ontario.
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63.

The defendants The Goldrnan Sachs Group, Inc., Goldman, Sachs

&

Co. and

Goldman Sachs Canada Inc. are collectively referred to as "Goldman Sachs."

HSBC

64.

The defendant IISBC Holdings PLC is a United Kingdom public limited

company headquartered in London, England.

65.

The defendanr HSBC Bank PLC is a United Kingdom public limited company

headquartered in London, England and is a wholly owned subsidiary of HSBC Holdings
PLC.

66.

The defendant IISBC North America Holdings Inc. is a Delaware corporation

headquartered in New York, and is a wholly owned subsidiary of HSBC Holdings PLC.

defendant HSBC North America Holdings, Inc. is the holding company for HSBC

Holding PLC's operations in the United States.

67.

The defendant IISBC Bank USA, N.A. is a national banking association with its

principal place of business in New York, New York, and is an indirect wholly owned
subsidiary of HSBC North America Holdings Inc.

68.

The defendant HSBC Bank Canada is regulated in Canada under the Bank Act

as a Schedule

69.

II bank

and has its head office in Vancouver, British Columbia.

The defendants HSBC Holdings PLC, HSBC Bank PLC, HSBC North America

Holdings Inc., HSBC Bank USA, N.4., and HSBC Bank Canada are collectively
referred to as "HSBC."

JPMorgan

70.

The defendant JPMorgan Chase

in New York, New York.

& Co. is a Delaware corporation

headquartered
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7L.

-

The defendant JPMorgan Chase Bank, N.A. is a United States federally-

chartered national banking association headquartered in New York, New York, and is a

wholly owned subsidiary of defendant JP Morgan Chase & Co.

72.

The defendant J.P. Morgan Bank Canada is regulated in Canada under the

Bank Act as a Schedule II bank and has its head office in Toronto, Ontario.

73.

The defendant J.P. Morgan Canada is regulated in Canada under the Bank Act

as a Schedule

74.

II bank

and has its head office in Toronto, Ontano.

The defendant JPMorgan Chase Bank, National Association is regulated in

Canada under the BankAct as a Schedule

75.

III bank.

The defendants JPMorgan Chase &. Co., JPMorgan Chase Bank, N.4.,

J.P.

Morgan Bank Canada, J.P. Morgan Canada, and JPMorgan Chase Bank, National
Association are collectively referred to as "JPMorgan."

Morgan Stanley

16.

The defendant Morgan Stanley is a Delaware corporation headquartered in New

York, New York.

77.

The defendant Morgan Stanley Canada Limited is incorporated under the laws

of Canada with

78.

a registered

office address in Toronto, Ontario.

The defendants Morgan Stanley and Morgan Stanley Canada Limited

are

collectively referred to as "Morgan Stanley."
RBS

79.

The defendant Royal Bank of Scotland Group PLC is a United Kingdom

public limited company headquartered in Edinburgh, Scotland. Royal Bank of Scotland
Group PLC has a registered address in New York, New York.

80.

The defendant RBS Securities, Inc. is a Delaware corporation headquartered in

Starnford, Connecticut.
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81.

The defendant Royal Bank of Scotland N.V. is regulated in Canada under the

Bank Act as a Schedule III bank.

gZ.

The defendant Royal Bank of Scotland ptc is regulated in Cana<ia un<ier the

Bank Act as a Schedule

83.

III

bank.

The defendants Royal Bank of Scotland Group PLC, RBS Securities, Inc., Royal

Bank of Scotland N.V., and Royal Bank of Scotland plc are collectively referred to
..RBS."

as

SoGen

84. The defendant Société Générale S.A. is a

financial services company

headquartered in Paris, France, with a branch in New York, New York-

85.

The defendant Société Générate (Canada) is regulated in Cairada under the

Bank Act as a Schedule II bank and has its headquarters in Montreal, Quebec-

86.

The defendant Société Générale is regulated in Canada under the Bank Act as a

Schedule III bank.

87.

The defendants Société Générale S.4., Société Générale (Canada) and Société

Générale are collectively referred to as "SoGen."

Standard Chartered

88.

The defendant Standard Chartered plc ("standard Chartered") is a United

Kingdom public limited company with headquarters in London.
UBS

The defendant UBS AG is a Swiss company based in Basel and Ztnch,
Switzerland. UBS AG is regulated in Canada under the Bank Act as a Schedule III bank-

89.
90.

The defendant UBS Securities LLC is a Delaware limited liability company

headquartered in Stamford, Connecticut, and is a wholly owned subsidiary of UBS AG.

a1

- LL-

91.

The defendant UBS Bank (Canada) is regulated in Canada under the Bank Act

as a Schedule

gZ.

II bank and has its head office in Toronto, Ontano.

The defendants UBS AG, UBS Securities LLC and UBS Bank (Canada) are

collectively referred to as "LJBS."

FACTUAL BACKGROUND
The Foreign Exchange Market

93.

Foreign exchange is the buying and selling of currency, or the exchanging one

country's currency for another. The FX Market is the largest in the financial system,

with an estimated daily turnover of USD$5.3 trillion. The FX Market operates 24-hours
a day in various markets around the world. V/ith the advent of electronic trading, it is
possible to trade foreign curïency during the weekends-

94.

Trading

in the FX Market is done

either over-the-counter directly with

a

counterparty, such as a defendant, or on a centralized exchange. During the Class Period,

approximately

98o/o

of FX trading occurred over-the-counter. The remaining trades

are

executed on exchanges, including the TlrD( Montreal Exchange-

95.

There are three tlpes of FX instruments that account for the majority of FX

transactrons:
(a)

Spot: An

agreement

to exchange

sums

of cuffency at an agreed-on

exchange rate on a value date that is within two bank business days' time-

(b)

Outright Forward: An agreement to exchange sums of currency at an
agreed-on exchange rate on a value date that will be in more than two
bank business days' time. The exchange rate for a forward transaction is
called the forward outright.

(c)

FX Swap: A combination of a spot transaction plus an outright forward
done simultaneously, but in the opposite direction.
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96.

-

Collectively, spot transactions, outright forwards and FX swaps will be included

in the definition of "FX Instruments."

97.

Two types of transactions are entered into through exchanges:
(a)

FX Futures: Standardized contracts trading on an exchange and calling
for delivery of a specified quantity of a specified currency, or a cash
settlement, on a specified date.

(b)

Options on FX Futures: Standardized contracts trading on an exchange,
and upon exercise, calling for the establishment of an FX futures position.

98.

The FX Market revolves around spot transactions as both outright forwards and

FX swaps are derived from the underlying spot price. As a result, every time the spot
price moves, the prices for the outright forward and FX swap move-

gg.

An outright forward is the spot price plus the interest differential or "cost of

caÍry." The cost of carry is determined mathematically from the overall cost involved

when lending one currency and borrowing another during the time period stretching
from the spot date until the forward date. Outright rates are quoted in swap points, also
called forward points. By adding (premium) or subtracting (discount) these swap points
from the spot rate, the full outright forward rate is calculated-

100. Similarly, an FX swap is

determined

by the spot price because it is

simultaneous spot transaction and a reverse outright forward

a

- a spot-forward swap- An

FX swap is a contract to buy an amount of the base currency at an agreed rate (spot), and
simultaneously resell the same amount of the base currency for a later value date to the
same counterparty (outright forward), also at an agreed rate (or vice versa).

101.

The FX Spot Market is an over-the-counter market and, as such, is decentralized

and requires financial institutions to act as dealers

willing to buy or sell a currency. The

defendants are dealers and make up the vast majority of trading volume. Dealers, also

known throughout the FX Spot Market as "market makers" or "liquidity providers",
therefore play a critical role in ensuring the continued functioning of the market.
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102. A dealer in the FX Spot Market quotes prices

at which the dealer stands ready to

buy or sell the curency. These price quotes are expressed as units of a given currency,

known as the "counter" currency, which would be required to purchase one unit of

a

"base" cuffency, which is often the U.S. dollar and so reflects an "exchange rate"
between the currencies. Dealers generally provide price quotes to four decimal points,

with the final digit known as a "percentage in point" or "pip." A dealer may provide
price quotes to potential customers in the form of a "bid/ask spread," which represents
the difference between the price at which the dealer is willing to buy the currency from
the customer (the "bid") and the price at which the dealer is willing to sell the currency
to the customer (the "ask"). A dealer may quote a spread, or may provide just the bid to

a potential customer inquiring about selling culrency or just the ask to a potential
customer inquiring about buying currency.

103. A customer

wishing to trade currency may transact with a dealer by placing an

order through the dealer's intemal, proprietary electronic trading platform

or

by

contacting the dealer's salesperson to obtain a quote. When a customer accepts a dealer's
quote, that dealer now bears the risk for any change

in the currency's price that may

occur before the dealer is able to trade with other dealers in the "interdealer market" to

fill

the order by buying the currency the dealer has agteed to sell to the customer, or by

selling the currency the dealer has agreed to buy from the customer-

104. A dealer may also take and execute orders from customers such as "fix

orders,"

which are orders to trade at a subsequently determined "fix rate." When a dealer accepts
a

fix order from

a customer, the dealer agrees to

filI

the order at a rate to be determined

at a subsequent fix time based on trading in the interdealer market. Two such "fixes"
used to determine a

fix rate are the European Central Bank fix, which

occurs each

trading day at 2:15 PM (CET) and the World MarketsiReuters fix, which occurs each
trading day at 4:00 PM (GMT).

The Canadian Foreign Exchange Committee ("CFEC") is an industry group
composed of senior representatives from financial institutions actively involved in the

105.

FX Market in Canada and the U.S. dollar/Canadian dollar market globally. The CFEC
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conducts a semi-annual (in April and October) survey of foreign exchange volumes in
Canada. The stated purpose

of the survey "is to provide information on the size

and

structure of the foreign exchange and foreign exchange derivatives in Canada."

106. The CFEC reported that for the month of April 2015, the monthly

tumover of

traditional foreign exchange products (defined as spot transactions, outright forwards
and FX swaps) totaled approximately USD$1.6 trillion. On an average daily basis, the

total turnover rose by

24.3%o

to USD$75.1 billion in April 2015 from USD$60.4 billion

in October 2014.

107.

108.

The April 2015 breakdown of average daily tumover is as follows:

(a)

Spot Transactions: USD$17.1

(b)

Outright Forward Transactions: USD$16.1 billion

(c)

FX Swaps: USD$41.9 billion

billion

The CFEC also reported that monthly turnover in April2015 of foreign exchange

derivatives (defined as FX swaps and options) totaled USD$98.2 billion. On an average

daily basis, derivatives turnover decreased by 25.4% to USD$4.7 billion in April 2015
from USD$6.3 billion in October 2014.

WM/Reuters Rates, Including Spot & Forward Rates

109. The World

Markets Company plc ("WM") provides an exchange rate servrce

that publishes Spot, Forward and Non Deliverable Forward benchmark rates at fixed
times throughout the global trading day.

110.

Since its inception

in

1994, WM has been committed to publishing independent

and transparent benchmark rates which, based on its methodolo Ey, iT believes

are

reasonably designed to be reflective of the market at the time of each fix.
I

1

1.

The WM/Reuters Closing Spot Rates service was introduced

in

1994 to provide a

standard set of currency benchmark rates so that portfolio valuations could be compared
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with each other and their performance measured against benchmarks without having any
differences caused by exchange rates. These rates were adopted by index compilers, the
Financial Times and other users and became the de facto standard for Closing Spot Rates
on a global basis.

lI2. In

1997, the WN4/Reuters Closing Forward Rates service was launched to

complement the Closing Spot Rates service-

113.

In 2001, the WM/Reuters Intraday Spot Rate service was launched to extend the

Spot rates product and meet customers' growing requirements. This service has since
expanded to provide hourly spot rates from Monday 06:00

in Hong Kong/Singapore

until Friday 22:00 in the UK.

ll4. In 2004, the WMiReuters
12.00 and 14:00

Intraday Forwards were launched at 08:00, 10:00,

UK time. Further enhancements have since seen this extended to an

hourly service from 06:00

-

21:00 UK time with additional rates provided at 17:00 New

York time, 10:00 and 16:00 Sydneytime, 14:00 New Zealand time, 11:00

Singapore

time and 11:00 Bangkok time.

115. In 2009, the WM/Reuters Non Deliverable

Forwards ("NDF") Rates were

launched covering 12 currencies. The NDF service provides both Closing and lntraday
Rates.

l16.

In2012, the WM/Reuters Intraday Spot Rates service was further enhanced by

the introduction of half-hourly fixes for the trade currencies only.

117. ln

2014, the Wlv[/Reuters Spot Rates service was enhanced

to include

the

WMlReuters Tokyo Fix covering24 cunencies against JPY, USD, GBP and EUR.

by buyers and sellers of currencies to avoid
reconciliation differences that might result from making changes to a portfolio

118. A

WM/Reuters rate

is

used

benchmarked against an index. In other words, buyers and sellers of currencies qften
decide to tie a spot or forward transaction to a WM/Reuters rate in order to avoid poor or

untimely execution of currency trades.

.\1
- Lt -

ll9.

The defendants play no part in the calculation of WM/Reuters rates. Rather,

unlike some other financial benchmarks, WM/Reuters rates are merely median prices of
all trades in a fixed period for currency pairs, determined on a half-hourly, hourly, or
end-of-day basis.

I2O- A

WM/Reuters rate is calculated using data from bids and offers and actual

foreign exchange trades executed over a one-minute period (or two minutes for some
currencies), lasting 30 seconds before to 30 seconds after the time of the rate calculation.

The process for capturing this information and calculating the spot fixings is automated
and anonymous. Using that data, a median bid and offer rate are calculated, and then a

mid-rate

is

calculated from these median

bid and offer

rates

-

that rate is

the

WM/Reuters rate for that hour. Because these rates are based on the median value of the
transaction, the WM/Reuters rates do not take the notional size

of the quotes

and

transactions in account; all quotes and transactions are weighted equally regardless of
slze.

IZl.

The most widely used WM/Reuters rate is the WM/Reuters closing spot rate (the

"'WMlReuters Closing Rate"), which is calculated at 4 p.m. in London- There is a
WM/Reuters Closing Rate for every currency pair traded. Trading volume at the
WM/Reuters Closing Rate is especially high at the end of the month because many funds
use that rate to rebalance their portfolios-

The WM/Reuters forward rates are published as premiums or discounts to the
WM/Reuters spot rates. Any manipulation of the WM/Reuters spot rate has a direct

I22.

impact on the WM/Reuters forward rates.

I23.

There has been widespread acceptance and reliance on the Wlv{./Reuters rates as a

pricing mechanism and as the primary benchmark for currency trading globally- As

a

result, the WMlReuters rates occupy a crucial role in the operation of financial markets.

124.

The normal calculation times for the WM/Reuters Spot Rates are hourly from

Monday 06:00 Hong Kong/Singapore to Friday 22:00 in the UK, with half-hourly rates
provided only for the "trade currencies," which are defined to include the following 2l
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ouITENCiCS:

-

AUD, CAD, CHF, CZK, DKK, EUR, GBP, HKD, HUF, ILS, JPY, MXN,

NOK, NZD, PLN, RON, RUB, SEK, SGD, TRY and ZAR'

125- To calculate WM/Spot Rates, the FX Market is constantly monitored

and rates

are captured every 15 seconds. WMlReuters performs continuous and interactive
validation. The captured market data is subject to currency specific systematic tolerance
checks which will identifi' outlying data. Validation is performed on the outlying data by

WM Operations Specialists, who will seek corroboration, or rely upon their own
judgment to determine the market level. The benchmark fix is then subject to further
cunency specific tolerance checks prior to publication.

126.

The WM/Reuters Forward Rates are intended to be intraday and closing rates.

The normal calculation times are hourly from 06:00 to 21:00 UK time Monday to
Friday. ln addition, WM publishes at 17:00 hours New York time, 10:00 hours Sydney
time, l4:00 hours New Zealand time, l1:00 hours Singapore time, 11:00 Bangkok time
and 16:00 hours SydneY time.

127.

The rates fixed at 4 p.m. UK time are the "Closing Forward Rates-"

lZB.

The WM/Reuters Forward Rates are calculating by constantly monitoring the FX

Forward market and capturing rates every 2 minutes and performing continuous and
interactive validation. The captured market data is subject to culrency specific
systematic tolerance checks which identify outlying data. Validation is performed on the

outlying data by WM Operations Specialists, who will seek corroboration, or rely upon
their own judgment to determine the market level. On the hour, a snapshot of quoted
rates is taken for each curency, and considered the benchmark fix, subject to further
currency specific tolerance checks prior to publication.

The ECB Rates

1Zg. Like the WlWReuters

rates, the ECB reference rate provides spot FX rates

throughout the day for euro-denorninated currency pairs. The European Central Bank
owns and administers euro foreign exchange reference rates for 32 different currencies

on a daily basis. The rates are published for culrency pairs that are actively

traded
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against the euro. The ECB reference rate is the second most frequently used global FX
benchmark.

130. The ECB fix is the exchange rate for

various spot FX currency pairs

as

determined by the European Central Bank at l:15pm GMT, or 2:l5pm CET- For G10
currency pairs, the ECB fix is based upon spot FX trading activity by market participants

at or around the times of the 1:15prn ECB fix. Only one reference exchange rate (the

mid-rate)

is

published

for each currency. This rate is

based on the regular daily

concertation procedure between central banks within and outside the European System

of Central Banks. This process is referred to

as the

"ECB ftx" and reflects the rate at that

particular moment in time.

131. The ECB reference

exchange rates are published both

by electronic

market

information providers and on the ECB's website shortly after the concertation procedure
has been completed.

I32.

The ECB fix is used in global financial markets by various market participants,

including banks, asset managers, pension funds, and corporations. Like the WM/Reuters

Closing Spot Rates, the ECB fix rates are used to value foreign currency-denominated
assets and

liabilities, and in the valuation and performance management of investment

portfolios held by pension funds and asset managers. The rates established at the ECB

fix

are also used as a reference rate in financial derivatives.

Other Benchmark Rates

133.

Other FX benchmark rates are price through actual market transactions or

through the use of indicative rates.

134. The Chicago Mercantile

Exchange ("CME")/Emerging Markets Traders

Association benchmark rates are based on indicative rates submitted by market
participates to the CME are a component of the final settlement rate of the CME's future
contracts.
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The Association of Banks in Singapore publishes a range of daily spot rate
fixings for deliverable and non-deliverable currency markets. Those rates stem from

135.
I

l:00 a.m. submissions by a panel of banks selected by the Association of Banks in

Singapore to represent each panel bank's current bid and offer spot rates for Indonesian

rupiah, Indian rupee, Singapore dollar, and Thai baht against the U.S. dollar, among
others.

136. Also, major banks in Tokyo publish their own fixing rates at 9:55 a.m. Japan
Standard Time for a variety of Japanese yen curïency pairs. The Bank of Tokyo
Mitsubishi UFJ Ltd.'s rates are often considered the most significant rate, and are used
for approximately

90o/o

137. The Treasury

of fixing orders across Tokyo.

Markets Association in Hong Kong publishes FX rates, which

consist of spot fixings for the USD/Hong Kong dollar (HKD) and USD/Chinese yuan

(CN-4 cuffency pairs. These fixing rates are calculated by averaging the middle quotes
after excluding a number of the highest and lowest quotes from the contributing banks
appointed by the Treasury Markets Association-

138. The above-noted

benchmarks and fixes

will be collectively refeired to

as the

"Fixes."
Changes in the FX Market Caused Increased Concentration Among Dealers

13g.

Beginning in the late 1990s, the foreign exchange market has seen changes that

tightened bid-ask spreads and increased concentration as well as market power among
the FX dealers, including the defendants.

l4O. In the late 1990s and continuing to the early 2000s, electronic trading platforms
emerged as

a way to

process foreign exchange transactions.

customers' demands for increased electronic trading, dealers

the defendants

-

-

In

response

to

their

including a majority of

launched proprietary electronic trading platforms in the early 2000s,

including UBS's FX Trader, Barclays' BARX, Deutsche Bank's Autobahn, and Citi's
Velocity.
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I4I.

The effect of these trading platforms was to nalrow bid-ask spreads by lowering

dealers' operating costs and reducing execution times. While in the 1980s the bid-ask
spreads

in the over-the-counter market were roughly 20 times those in the inter-dealer

market, they have since compressed and are roughly equal. These bid-ask spreads have
only reduced fuither since the financial crisis.

I4Z.

Since the spreads are the only source of client-driven income for banks in the FX

Market, this reduction in spreads has encouraged traders to seek less transparent ways to
reduce their risks.

143. The introduction of electronic trading also resulted in

increased market

concentration among foreign exchange dealers. Because dealers have been forced to
invest heavily in electronic trading technology while at the same time quoting tighter

bid-ask spreads, smaller dealers have largely exited the market. Also, the expensive
electronic trading platforms represent a barrier to trade that prevents new competitors

from entering the FX Market. This increased concentration facilitated the collusion at
issue in this action.

In recent years, the defendants have maintained an aggregate market share of the
global FX Market of nearly 90 percent. Collectively, they maintain a substantial portion

I44.

of the

Canadian

FX Market, as a result of either direct

transactions

or

brokered

transactions.

I4S. As the market has become more concentrated, the community of foreign
exchange traders at dealer banks has also shrunk. These traders receive bonuses tied to

their individual prof,rts and the profits of the entire trading floor. Since the financial
crisis, there have been staffreductions and the spot foreign exchange trading desks, even

at the largest banks such as the defendants, are typically staffed with only eight to ten
traders, many of whom have worked previously with their counterparts in other banks-

Many traders had strong professional and social relationships.

-

)¿-

Concentration Among the Defendants Allowed Them

to Capitalize On Their

Customers' Transactions

146.

The vast majority of the FX Market is unregulated. This absence of regulation

and reporting requirements, coupled with high market concentration, has resulted in a

highly opaque market.

147. As a result of this market opacity, the defendants enjoy informational

advantages.

of a customer's identity, trading patterns, and orders allows a dealer to
predict the direction of market movements. Aggregated together, this knowledge of
customer order flow is highly informative of future FX rate movement and carries
Knowledge

substantial economic value for the dealers observing these flows.

148.

Generally, the larger a dealer's size, the more it knows of the likely movement

of

exchange rates. As the largest dealers, the defendants have the most information about
the likely movement of the FX Market.

l4g.

Customers executed foreign exchange trades either

salesperson

by

telephone call

to

a

at a dealer bank or through an electronic communications network- An

electronic communications network is a computer system that customers can use to place
orders with dealer banks over a network. Electronic communications network platforms

include single-bank proprietary platforms and multibank dealer systems. Multibank
dealer systems include platforms such as Reuters, Bloomberg, EBS, KCG Hotspot, and
Currenex. In addition, customers can execute foreign exchange transactions via licensed
brokers.

150.

There is no centralized exchange or institution that collects and posts real-time

trade information, such as order flows and volume. While defendants' proprietary
electronic communications network allow them to match buyers with sellers, defendants'
real-time order flow and volume data is not available to the market, such as it would be

on an exchange, where the entire market knows who is buying and selling at a given
moment.
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151.

The defendants closely guard their real-time order flow and volume data and do

not make it commercially available for purchase. What goes on inside these proprietary
platforms is known only to the defendants. Absent an agreement to collude, each bank

would not share this information with one another; however, as explained below, the
defendants did share this information with one another-

THE CONSPIRACY
Defendants Conspired to Control and Fix Prices and Supply of FX Instruments

152.

The acts alleged in the following paragraphs are collectively referred to as the

"Conspiratorial Acts."
Beginning at least as early as January l, 2003 and continuing until at least
December 3I, 2013, the defendants conspired, combined, agreed and arranged to fix,

153.

maintain, increase, control, and enhance unreasonably prices of FX Instruments on

a

daily or nearly daily basis. The defendants conspired, combined, agreed and arranged to
limit unduly the supply or dealing of FX Instruments, and to fix, maintain, control, and
lessen the supply of FX Instruments. The defendants also conspired, combined, agreed
and arranged to prevent or lessen, unduly, competition in the purchase, sale, or supply

FX

Instruments, and

to

otherwise restrain

or injure competition unduly of

of

FX

Instruments.

The defendants' conspiracy targeted the pricing and supply of over two dozen
currencies, including the most heavily traded currency pairs, throughout each trading

154.

day. This included USD/CAD, which during the relevant time was the sixth or seventh
most heavily traded currency pair in the world-

155.

The defendants' conspiracy encompassed: (1) price fixing of bid/ask spreads; (2)

price fixing various benchmark rates, including, but not limited to, WM/Reuters
benchmark rates and the ECB reference rate; (3) controlling or unduly limiting the
supply of FX Instruments; and (4) other collusive conduct, such as control or manipulate
the FX spot price in order to trigger client stop-loss orders and limit orders-
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156.

The defendants' conduct in furtherance of their conspiracy included:

(l)

creating

and participating in exclusive interbank chat rooms; (2) improperly sharing confidential

client and proprietary trading information; (3) coordinating trading to influence the FX

of co-conspirators to ensure secrecy and compliance
with the conspiracy; (5) using code names and misspelled words in interbank
communications to evade detection; and (6) agreeing to "stand down" by holding off
rates; (4) monitoring the conduct

buying or selling currency to benefit co-conspirators.
157

.

As a result of the defendants' conspiracy, the plaintiff and other members of the

Classes suffered loss and damage-

The Conspiratorial Communications
Various electronic communication platfonns were employed by the defendants'
senior level traders to give effect to the conspiracy and to provide a means by which
confidential information concerning customer orders could be improperly shared

158.

between the defendants. These electronic communication platforms include chat rooms,
instant messages, and emails.

The chat rooms were given revealing names such as "The Cartel," "The Bandits'
club,,, ..The Mafia," "oÍte Team, one Dream," "The Players," "The 3 Musketeers," "A

159.

Co-operative," "The A-team," and the "sterling Lads'"

Being a member of certain chat rooms was by invitation only, indicating the
by
secret nature of this conduct. Membership to these chat rooms was tightly controlled
its users and was coveted among FX traders because of the influence its members

160.

exerted in the FX Market.

161. The defendants' top-level traders

ran the chat rooms. For example, Richard

Usher ran The Cartel while he was JPMorgan's chief currency dealer in London and
head of spot trading for G-10 currencies from 2010-2013 and as a trader at RBS before
that tirne.
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162.

The Cartel's membership numbered a half-dozen or more of the defendants' top

traders. Other members of The Cartel included at various times:

(a)

Rohan Ramchandani, Citigroup's head of spot trading in London;

(b)

Matt Gardiner, Barclays' director of spot trading for EUR/USD from
2007 to

20ll;

(c)

Chris Ashton, former head of Barclays voice spot trading globally; and,

(d)

Niall O'Riordan, UBS's co-global head of G-10 and emerging market
spot trading.

163. As outlined below,

each

of Usher, Ramchandani, Gardiner, Ashton,

and

O'Riordan each have been suspended or fired from their respective institutions.

164.

The defendants operated other private chat rooms in addition to "The Cartel,"

allowing them to simultaneously communicate with numerous other defendants on
global basis. Some of the defendants' traders were members of as many as

fifty

a

chat

rooms when the WM/Reuters rates, including the London closing, were being set. The
members of other chat rooms included:
(a)

Chris Ashton, head of spot trading at Barclays, and Jack Murray, Mark
Clark, Russell Katz, and Jerry Urwin, also of Barclays;

(b)

Andrew Amantia and Anthony John of Citi;

(c)

Diego ly'roruz, head of emerging markets trading, and Robert Wallden,
Christopher Fahy, and Ezequiel Starobinsky, also of Deutsche Bank;

(d)

Serge Sarramenga, chief trader for G-I0 currencies, and Edward Pinto at

HSBC;

(")

Paul Nash and Julian Munson at RBS; and,

(Ð

Roger Boehler, global head of trading at UBS.
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The defendants used code words to avoid detection from authorities. One such
code used by the defendants were the use of the words "pick" and "pickun" as code for
the WM/Reuters London Fix. The defendants also used code names to identify

165.

customers to each other.

166.

The defendants fonned these chat rooms with the specific intent to collude with

each other to control or manipulate particular culTency pairs. Using these chat rooms, the

defendants' traders exchanged information on customer orders and agreed to trading
strategies with the goal and effect of controlling or manipulating the FX Market-

167. As a direct

result of the numerous govemment investigations, the defendants

Barclays, Citigroup, Credit Suisse, Deutsche Bank, Goldman Sachs, JPMorgan, Morgan
Stanley, RBS, and UBS have now banned traders from using multibank chat rooms-

The Defendants Conspired to Fix Bid/Ask Spreads Quoted in the Spot
Market

168. Beginning at least as early as January l,

2003 and continuing until at least

December 3I,2013, as part of their conspiracy to fix, maintain, increase, control, and
unreasonably enhance prices

in the FX Market, the defendants

conspired

to

fix,

maintain, increase, control, and unreasonably enhance the bid/ask spreads paid by
customers for various cullency pairs.

169. The

defendants used interbank chat rooms

to

coordinate and exchange

information about spreads or customer orders. The conspiracy to fix prices in the FX
Market affected dozens of currency pairs, including the seven pairs with the highest
market volume-

I70.

Spreads are the most visible and immediate way in which banks compete against

for customers. In the FX market, spreads are indicative of price- The bid/ask
spread represents the price a dealer is willing to buy or sell a given volume of currency'
FX traders use the terms "spread" and "price" interchangeably'
each other

lil.

Because currency

is fungible (there is no difference between one dollar

and

another), spreads are a key competitive issue for securing custorners. Customers want
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naffower spreads, i.e., they want to buy currency for less and sell it for more. The width

of

a spread

172. By

will impact a defendant's competiveness in the FX Market.
quoting narrower spreads than their competitors, the defendants can gain

customers and market share. On the other hand, a decision to widen spreads (or decline

to tighten spreads) would result in loss of customers and market share. Only through
collusion could a dealer quote wider spreads without losing market share and still reap
supra-competitive pro fìts.

I73.

The defendants quote bid/ask spreads to their customers in several ways. For

example, the defendants provide spread matrices to certain customers on a periodic
(usually quarterly) basis. These matrices list the bid/ask spreads for various volumes and
currencies. These matrices are like a price list, and represent the price that the bank
anticipates offering in competition with other banks. The banks with the tightest spreads

likely to secure customer business. Beyond being a list provided to customers,
the spread matrices tended to inform the defendants' views as to what current pricing
are most

was in the market.

174.

The defendants also simply quoted bid/ask spreads to customers throughout the

trading day.

li5.

The defendants used interbank chat rooms to facilitate communications between

FX trades so that agreement could be reach as to the spreads they quoted to clients in the
FX spot market. When the FX trades discussed their spreads with each other, they had an

explicit understanding that the spreads discussed would be the spreads quoted to
customers. An FX trader would artificially adjust his or her spread based on the
information gleaned from other FX traders in the chat room. The spreads quoted by the
defendants

in the FX spot market

were wider than they would have been absent

collusion.

176.

The defendants continue their conspiracy on a regular basis, colluding to fix daily

spreads quoted to customers in the FX spot market.
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177.

As a result of the defendants' conduct, Class Members who purchased currency

on the FX spot market paid supra-competitive prices or spreads. Where the Class
Member purchased cuffency on the FX spot market on behalf of another Class Member
(including as part of managing the risks in an equity fund, mutual fund, pension plan or
other investment vehicle), at least part of the supra-competitive prices or spreads were
passed-on to the holder of the investment vehicle either as a result of deflated value

of

the investment vehicle or through increased management fees.

The Defendants Conspired to Fix the Benchmark Rates

ll8-

Beginning at least as early as January

l,

2003 and continuing until at least

fix, maintain, increase, control,
unreasonably enhance prices of the Fixes. The defendants communicated with
December 31, 2013, the defendants conspired to

and
one

another, including in chat rooms, via instant messages) and by email, to carry out their

conspiracy. Through these communications, the defendants regularly exchanged their
customers' confidential order flow information before the Fixes. By exploiting shared
confidential information, the defendants executed collusive trading strategies designed to
control or manipulate, and which did actually control or manipulate, the Fixes.

179-

The defendants' collusive actions allowed them to substantially reduce their risk

in FX trading and to reap supra-competitive profits at the expense of the plaintiff and the
Class Members. The defendants faced less risk in their market making activity recorded

in the defendants' front book. Additionally, the defendants' traders could reap

even

greater profits for their proprietary trades made on behalf of their bank and recorded in

their individual back books.

Defendants Shared Confidential Customer Order Information to Control
Benchmark Rates, Including the WM/Reuters Closing Spot Rates

180. Through electronic means, the defendants shared their confidential customer
order information with one another. Each defendant aggregated its customers' order to
detennine what its individual net position in a specific curency was going to be at the

Fix. The defendants then shared this information with one another to determine their
aggregate net position

in a specific currency at the Fix. By sharing and aggregating their
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confidential customer order flows, the defendants had access to substantial information
that was not otherwise available to the investing public. As a result, the defendants

could more precisely predict the movement of the FX Market more accurately than
would have been possible absent the collusion.

Methods of Controlling the Fixes

181. To execute their coordinated trading strategies, the defendants employed

a

number of tactics to control or manipulate the Fixes. These controlling or manipulative

tactics include what is known aS "front running," "banging the close," "painting the
Sgreen," "netting

Off," "building," "grrrittg the ammO," "taking the ammO," "taking

Out

the filth," and "clearing the decks." The defendants undertook these trading strategies
together in order to minimize their risks and maximize the impact of their scheme.

lBZ.

Each of these controlling or manipulative strategies was accomplished through

the sharing of confidential customer information and trading positions. By sharing their

individual trading positions, the defendants gained an understanding of the overall order
flows across the FX Market.
F r o nt Ru nnín g/Tradíng Ahe ad

183.

The defendants' traders "front run" on customer information when they receive

customer orders that could move the market and then trade their own firm's proprietary

positions prior to executing their customers' market-moving trades. Such orders give
traders information about the direction in which the market

will move. The traders

use

this information to take positions that benefit the defendants to the detriment of the
Class.

184.

Absent collusion, a defendant "front running" the FX Market would still face the

risk that another defendant with a larger position could trade in the opposite direction at
the same time.

If this were to happen,

the defendant's strategy would backfire, and the

defendant would, in industry jargon, get "run over."
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185. To avoid

the risk of getting run over, the defendants agreed to "front run"

together by sharing aggregate customer orders and agreeing to coordinate the sequencing

of their own trades to their advantage-

Bønging the Close

186.

Another manipulative trading strategy employed by the defendants is known

as

"banging the close," which occurs when traders break up large customer orders into
small trades and concentrate the trades in the moments before and during the fixing
window for the various WN{/Reuters rates in order to push the published rates up or
down.

For example, because the WM/Reuters Closing Spot Rates are based on the
median of trades during the calculation window and not weighted for the average

IB7.

notional amount of a transaction, the rates are susceptible to control or manipulation by
banging the close. That is, 100 trades of $1

will impact the WM/Reuters Closing

Spot

Rates to a greater degree than a single trade of $100.

188. To

maximize profits, the defendants would buy

installments during the fixing window

or sell client orders in

to exert the most pressure possible on the

WM/Reuters rates. Because the benchmark is based on the median of transactions during
the fixing window, placing a number of smaller trades could have a greater impact on
the benchmark than placing one large transactron.

Paínting the Screen and Other Tactics

189. A further controlling or

manipulative trading strategy employed

by

the

defendants is known as "painting the screen," which occurs when the defendants place

phony orders with one another to create the illusion of trading activity in a given
direction in order to move the rates prior to the fixing window. After the W\¡lReuters
rates are calculated, the defendants would reverse those trades.
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Other Controllíng or Mønipulation Tøctícs

190.

The following additional trading strategies were employed by the defendants to

control or manipulate the Fixes in the desired direction:
(a)

FX traders in the chat room with net orders in the opposite direction to
the desired movement at the fix would seek before the f,rx to transact or
"net off'their orders with third parties outside the chat room, rather than

with other FX traders in the chat room. This maintained the volume of
orders in the desired direction held by traders in the chat room and
avoided orders being transacted

in the opposite direction at the fix.

Traders within the market have referred to this process as "leaving you

with the ammo" or such similar vemacular-

(b)

FX traders in a chat room with net orders in the same direction as the
desired rate movement at the fix sought before the fix to do one or more
of the following:

(Ð

net off these orders with third parties outside the chat room,
thereby reducing the volume of orders held by third parties that
might otherwise be transacted at the fix in the opposite direction.

FX traders within the market have referred to this process
"takíng out

(iÐ

the

filth" ot "clearing

the decl<s" or similar vernacular;

transfer these orders to a single trader in the chat room, thereby

consolidating these orders

'

as

in the hands of

one trader. This

potentially increased the likelihood of successfully controlling or
manipulating the

fix rate since that trader could exercise

greater

control over his trading strategy during the fìx than a number of
traders acting separately.

FX traders within the market have

referred to this as "giving you the ammo" or similar vernacular;
and
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(iii)

transact with third parties outside the chat room
increase the volume

in order to

of orders held by them in the desired

direction- This potentially increased the influence of the trader(s)

fix by allowing them to control a larger proportion of the
overall volume trades at the fix than they would otherwise have
at the

and/or to adopt particular trading strategies, such as trading alarge

volume of a currency pair aggressively. This process was known

as"building."
(c)

FX traders increased the volume traded by them at the fix in the desired
direction in excess of the volume necessary to manage the risk associated

with the firms' net buy or sell orders at the fix. FX traders within the
market have referred to this process as"overbuying" or "overselling-"

chat rooms and instant messages (and other electronic
communication platforms) to "front run" the execution of customer orders, "bang the
close," "paint the screen," and the other methods described above, the defendants
controlled or manipulated the Fixes with the result of thereby fixing, maintaining,

191. By

agreeing

in

increasing, controlling, and unreasonably enhancing the prices of FX Instruments-

Other Collusive Conduct Demonstrates the Defendants'

Conscious

Commitment to Fix FX Prices
In addition to fixing bid/ask spreads, the WM/Reuters rates, ECB rates, and other
benchmark rates, the defendants engaged in other collusive conduct in conduct FX spot

lg2.

market transactions by:

(l)

intentionally "working" customers' limit orders; and (2)

triggering stop loss orders.

lg3.

The defendants would, without informing clients, "work" limited orders at levels

(i.e. prices) better than the limit order prices so that the defendants would eam a spread

or markup in connection with the execution of the orders. This practice harms
darnages the Class in the

following ways:

and
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(a)

Class Members'

limit orders would be filled at a time later than when the

defendant could have obtained currency in the market at the limit orders'

price; and

(b)

limit orders would not be filled at all, even though the
defendant had or could have obtained the currency in the market at the
Class Members'

limit orders' price.

lg4.

The defendants also colluded to trigger customer's stop-loss orders. A stopJoss

order is an instruction from the customer to the bank to trade a culrency

if

the culrency

trades at a specified rate. In the case ofstop-losses, a stop-loss order to sell is triggered

the bid price reaches the order rate, and a stop order to buy is executed

if

if the offer price

reaches the order rate.

195.

When a customer's stop-loss order is to buy, the bank will profrt if it purchases a

quantity of the currency pair in the market at a lower average rate than that at which

it

subsequently sells that quantity of the currency pair to its client when the stop-loss order

is executed.

196.

When a customer's stop-loss order is to sell, the bank will profit

if it sells a

quantity of the curency pair in the market at a higher average rate than that at which

it

subsequently buys that quantity of the cuffency pair from its client when the stop-loss
order is executed.

lg7.

The defendants colluded daily or almost daily throughout the Class Period to

control or manipulate the FX spot price to trigger client stop-loss orders. These attempts
involved inappropriate disclosures to traders at other firms concerning details of the size,

direction, and level of client stop-loss orders. The traders involved would trade in

a

manner aimed at controlling or manipulating the spot FX rate, such that the stop-loss
order was triggered.
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The Defendants' Conspiracy Resulted in Artificial Prices for FX Exchange-Traded
Instruments
The FX Futures and Options Market

198. FX spot market prices, including benchmark rates, directly impact the prices of
exchange-traded

FX futures and options

contracts.

An FX futures contract is

an

agreement, similar to an outright forward, in which parties agree to buy or sell a certain

of currency on a specified future date. FX spot market prices, including the
WM/Reuters Closing Spot Rates, impact the value of FX futures contracts by
amount

determining the price

of the

currency pair

to be

exchanged, i.e., the "commodity

underlying" each FX futures contract.

lgg.

FX futures contracts can be traded on several public exchanges, including the
CME and the New York Stock Exchange's Intercontinental Exchange, and, in Canada
on the TMX Montreal Exchange.

200. A substantial

number of persons who trade FX futures and options on futures on

exchanges also trade FX Instruments in the over-the-counter market. Proprietary trading

groups, such as hedge funds and quantitative trading groups, are responsible for
approximately half the daily notional volume of trades on the CME. A large number of
these entities trade both on exchanges and over-the-counter as part of their business and

investment strategies. Additionally, other traders, such as commercial hedgers, portfolio
managers, and non-defendant banks, trade both on exchanges and over-the-counter.

201.

The exchanges offer standardized terms for trading FX futures contracts

and

options, including the trading units, price quotation, trading hours, trading months,
minimum and maximum price fluctuations, and margin requirements.

202.

These "standardized" terms facilitate exchange-based trading and distinguish an

FX futures contract from an outright forward transaction, which is conducted over-thecounter between private parties and can be customized to a certain extent based on their
needs.
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203. FX futures contracts generally

expire, i.e., stop trading, on the second business

day immediately preceding the third Wednesday of the contract month unless that day is
a

holiday.

204.

The value of each FX futures contract is determined by multiplying the quoted

contract price by the underlying notional amount of currency.

205.

The pricing relationship between an FX futures contract and the underlying

curency pair is a product of how futures contracts are strucfured.

A

futures contract

represents a bilateral agreement between two parties, a buyer and a seller, who are
commonly referred to as a "long" and a "short."

206. A long position, or simply a long, refers to a market position in which one has
bought a futures contract. In currency futures, it refers to having bought a currency pair
specified for the contract, meaning one bought the base cuffency and sold the counter
cuffency.

207.

As an FX futures contract nears "expiration," i.€., the last trading day, the long

and short halves of each contract become binding obligations to exchange the underlying
curTency.

208.

This obligation to exchange the underlying currency at some point in the future

directly ties the value of an FX futures contract to the spot market price for the
underlying cuffency pair. Prices for FX futures contracts track spot market prices
adjusted for the forward differential. As FX futures contracts near expiration, their prices

actually "converge" with those in the spot market, becoming equal to the current value

of the underlying curency pair. The convergence between spot and futures prices only
further demonstrates that the spot market value of the underlying culTency pair (and the
WM/Reuters spot rates) drives futures prices.

20g.

When FX futures contracts expire, the process of exchanging currency between

buyer and seller at expiration is called "settlement-"
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2I0. All FX futures contracts are settled following their expiration, however, in most
cases, this does not result

in an exchange of the physical currency. Market participants

have the option to offset or "financially settle" their FX futures positions. In financial

settlement, instead

of taking or making delivery of euro, or

whatever currency is

underlying a particular FX futures contract, investors in either the long or short position
can ofßet their obligations

2lI.

with contracts for an equal but opposite position-

The difference between the two contract prices, meaning the difference between

the price at which the initial contract was purchased and the price at which the later
ofßetting contract was sold, is the profit or loss on that transaction. Given this offsetting
process, investors with long positions

will generally benefrt

as the value

of the cuffency

they are purchasing rises, because they are able to sell an ofßetting short contract at
higher price, while those with short positions

a

will generally benefit as the value of the

ctrlïency they are selling decreases because they are able to buy an offsetting long
contract at a lower price.

212. Just as there are long and short futures contracts,

there are two tlpes of options

on exchange-traded FX futures contracts, commonly known as "calls" and "puts." A call

option gives the holder the right, but not the obligation, to buy a certain FX futures
contract at a specified price, known as the "strike price," prior to some date in the future,
at which point the option to purchase that contract "expires." One may either buy a call

option, paylng a negotiated price or premium to the seller, writer, or grantor of the call,
or sell, write, or grant a call, thereby receiving that premium-

213.

Conversely, a put option gives the holder the right, but not the obligation, to sell

an FX futures contract at the strike price prior to expiration. Sirnilarly, one may buy or
sell a put option, either payingor receiving a negotiated premium or price.

214. Because the FX futures contracts

underlying these options are priced based on

certain underlying currency pairs, the prices of options on these futures contracts are also

directly impacted by spot market prices
contracts

of

currency pairs underlying

FX

futures
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Prices of FX Futures Contracts are Impacted by the WM/Reuters Closing
Spot Rates and Prices of the Underlying Currency Pairs

2I5.

Every FX futures contract represents an obligation to exchange an underlying

notional amount of currency in the future. Thus, there is a direct relationship between
cuffency prices in the spot market and the value of each FX futures contract, which
naturally flows from the value of the underlying currency pair-

216.

The relationship between the prices of FX futures contracts and the spot market

prices of the underlying currency pairs is demonstrated by the fact that FX futures prices

closely track spot market crurency prices. Indeed, futures prices are based on and
derived arithmetically from spot prices.

ZI7.

In FX futures and options exchange trading, 2:00 p.m. CT is a critical time (even

though Globex continues trading seamlessly through this time until its close at 4:00 p.m.

CT) for the following reasons: (1) daily settlement occurs at2:00 p.m. CT; (2) required
margin is benchmarked to the 2:00 p.m. CT daily settlement, therefore the settlement
price becomes a determinant for traders to keep or exit positions based on the margin
needed; and (3) on Fridays, the 2:00 p.m. CT daily settlement is also the

final settlement

price for weekly or serial month and quarterly options on futures.

2I8.

Daily settlement at 2:00 p.m. CT is generally calculated as a volume-weighted
average price of all trades occurring between 13:59:30 and 14:00:00 CT- Volumeweighted average price is calculated by adding up the total dollar amount traded for

every futures transaction the period between 13:59:30 and 14:00:00 CT and then
dividing by the total futures contracts traded during that same period.

2lg.

FX futures rates track FX spot rates, therefore, the calculation of the settlement
rate on exchanges is tied to the spot rate prevailing in the market at the time of
calculation.

220. Positive

price correlation means two or more instruments move in relation to one

another in the same direction, such as when the price goes up for one

it

goes up for the

other. Since currency futures are a derivative of the spot cash currency market and are
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deliverable in the physical cuïrency, their prices iltove in virtual lockstep to the spot

price. This is known as high positive correlation.

In addition, there is a positive

correlation between culTency pairs that share a common currency.

2Zl.

The relationship between FX futures prices and FX spot market prices is also

confirmed by examining the mathematical nature of how FX futures contracts are priced-

The price of each FX futures contract is quoted as the future cost of buying one
currency, specifically the first cuïïency in the underlying culrency pair, "in terms of,"
i.e.,inexchange for, the other.

222.

The future cost of buying or selling currency, and thus the price of an FX futures

contract, is a product of the costs and benefits associated with purchasing and carrying
the underlying cuffency pair over the duration of that futures contract, i.e., the time until

expiration. For all FX futures contracts, this cost benefit relationship is determined by
adjusting the spot price of the underlying currency pair to account for the difference in
interest paid or received on deposits ofeach culrency.

223. Given the structure of this pricing formula, prices of FX futures contracts should
track rates in the foreign exchange markets at near parity, increasing and decreasing with
changes in the price of the underlying currency pair-

224.

The defendants are significant participants in both over-the-counter and exchange

transactions

as dealers. They understood the

interrelatedness

of

these various

instruments. Given the direct relationship between FX futures prices and spot market
prices for the underlying currency pairs, the defendants knew their manipulative and/or

collusive activities in spot transactions would result in artificial price movements for
exchange transactions.

225.

The defendants' manipulative conduct caused FX futures contracts prices to be

artificial throughout the Class Period. Further, the defendants' collusive

and

manipulative conduct caused exchanged-traded FX futures and options contracts to be

artificial during at least the following times: WlWReuters fix at 4:00 p.m. London; ECB
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fix

at2:15 p.m. Frankfurt, the 2:00 p.m. CT CME daily settlement, and at any time they

collude with respect to bid/ask spreads.

226. As a result of the defendants' conduct, Class Members who engaged
transactions

for FX futures contracts paid artificialty enhanced prices and

in

therefore

suffered damages and loss. Where the Class Member engaged in transactions for FX
futures on behalf of another Class Member (including as part of managing the risks in an

equity fund, mutual fund, pension plan or other investment vehicle), at least part of the

artificially enhanced prices were passed-on to the holder of the investment vehicle either
as a result

of deflated value of the investment vehicle or through increased management

fees.

Concealment of the ConspiracY

227.

During the Class Period, the defendants and/or their employees and agents, took

active steps to, and did, conceal the unlawful conspiracy from Class Members.

228-

The unlawful activity alleged herein was concealed by the defendants. The

defendants conspired to

fix, maintain, increase, control, and unreasonably

enhance the

Fixes and other benchmark rates to the benefit of the defendants and to the dekiment of

the Class, and they conspired to keep their collusive conduct secret. As a result, the

plaintiff could not, and did not, discover that he suffered loss or damage.

229. The defendants fraudulently
other things, engaging
agreement

or

in

concealed their anticompetitive activities by, among

secret communications

in

furtherance

of their conspiracy,

arrangement. These communications occurred within non-public chat

rooms, instant messages, "snapchat" (a mobile-phone application that sends messages
that automatically disappear) and through email, none of which was reasonably available

to the plaintiff or other Class Members. The defendants did not comrnunicate by
telephone in order to avoid detection.

230. The chat rooms in question

were operated by the highest-ranking traders within

the defendants' operations. The defendants strictly limited access to the chat rooms. The
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substance

of the

conversations occurring within these chat rooms was unknown to

plaintiff and other Class Members.

231- The defendants actively and jointly

concealed their collusive conduct. The

defendants agreed among themselves not to publicly discuss or otherwise reveal the
nature and substance of the acts and communications in furtherance of the agreementg
alleged herein. The defendants also used code words and deliberately misspelled words

to evade detection.

232. FX trades occur primarily in the private, over-the-counter

market, and the

defendants' trades and trading strategies are not public information. The defendants do
not publish information concerning particular trading entities, including trading between
dealer entities. The defendants, acting as executing dealers, also discouraged brokers

from revealing or otherwise identifying them as counterparties on the brokers'
customers' transactions, in order to conceal the counterparties on those transactions.

Summary

233.

During the Class Period, the defendants and unnamed co-conspirators conspired,

combined, agreed, and/or arranged with each other to f,rx, maintain, increase, control,

and unreasonably enhance the price

of FX Instruments. The

defendants and their

unnamed co-conspirators also conspired, combined, agreed and arranged to limit unduly

the supply or dealing of FX Instruments, and to fix, maintain, control, and lessen the
supply of FX lnstruments.

234. In furtherance of such conspiracy, affangement or agreement, during the Class
Period senior executives, traders, and employees

of the defendants, acting in

their

capacities as agents for the defendants, engaged in communications, conversations, and
attended meetings with each other at times and places, some of which are unknown to

the plaintiff. As a result of the communications and meetings, the defendants

and

unnamed co-conspirators unlawfully conspired, agreed and/or arranged to:
(a)

fix, maintain,

increase, control, and unreasonably enhance the price of FX

Instruments; and

-

(b)

5l

-

monitor and enforce adherence to agreed-upon trading strategies to effect
the conspiracy.

235. In furtherance of the conspiracy> agreement or arangelnent, during

the Class

Period the defendants and/or their employees and agents:

(a)

fixed, maintained, increased, controlled, and unreasonably enhanced the
price of foreign exchange purchased in the FX Market on exchanges;

(b)

communicated secretly using chat rooms, emails, telephone and other
means share confidential customer information and to coordinate trading
strategies to control or manipulate the price of foreign exchange; and

(c)

disciplined any conspirator which failed to comply with the conspiracy.

CRIMINAL INVESTIGATIONS AND EMPLOYEE SANCTIONS
Various Regulatory and Enforcement Authorities Commence Investigations

236. Law

enforcement and regulatory authorities

in the United

States, United

Kingdom, European Union, Switzerland, Germany, Asia, Australia, New Zealand,Brazil
and the international Financial Stability Board are actively investigating the defendants'
conduct in the FX Market.

237.

These law enforcement and regulatory authorities include:

(a)

United States:

(i)
(ii)
(iii)

the DoJ;
the U.S. Commodities Futures Trading Commission;

The Federal Reserve Bank and Office of Comptroller of
Currency;

(iv)

The New York Department of Financial Services; and,

the
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(v)

the U.S. Securities and Exchange Cornmission;

(b)

United Kingdom: The United Kingdom Financial Conduct Authority (the
..UK-FCA");

(c)

The Bank of England Oversight Committee;

(d)

EuropeanCommission: CompetitionCommissioner;

(e)

Switzerland: the Swiss Competition Commission;

(Ð

Germany: the Federal Financial Supervisory Authority;

(g)

Hong Kong: the Hong Kong Monetary Authority;

(h)

Singapore: the Monetary Authority of Singapore;

(Ð

Australia: the Australia Securities and Investment Commission;

0)

New Zealand: the Commerce Commission; and,

(k)

InternationaUG2}: the Financial Stability Board-

238. Following the announcement of

government investigations into potential

collusion, anomalous price movements for most currency pairs around closing time
'With
respect to the USD/CAD curency pair, spikes disappeared
markedly decreased.
entirely.

239.

Bank of America confirmed on February 25, 2014, in its Form 10-K Annual

Report that "fg]ovemment authorities

in North America, Europe and Asia aÍe

conducting investigations and making inquiries of a significant number of FX market
participants, including the Corporation, regarding conduct and practices in certain FX
markets over multiple years. The Corporation is cooperating with these investigations
and inquiries."

240. Barclays confirmed on September 30,

2013,

in its third

quarterly Interirn

Management Statement that "various regulatory and enforcertent authorities have
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indicated that they are investigating foreign exchange trading, including possible

attempts

to

manipulate certain benchmark culTency exchange rates," that the

"investigations appear to involve multiple market participants," and that "Barclays Bank

has received enquiries from certain

of

these authorities related

to their

particular

investigations, is reviewing its foreign exchange trading covering a several year period

through August 2013 and

is cooperating with the relevant

authorities

in

their

investigations."

Z4T.

Barclays disclosed in its fuIl-year 2013 financial results that "fv]arious regulatory

and enforcement authorities, including the FCA in the

UK, the CFTC and the DOJ in the

US and the Hong Kong Monetary Authority have indicated that they are investigating
foreign exchange trading, including possible attempts to manipulate certain benchmark

curency exchange rates or engage in other activities that would benefit their trading
positions. . . . BBPLC has received enquiries from certain of these authorities related to

their particular investigations, and from other regulators interested in foreign exchange

is reviewing its foreign exchange trading covering a several year
period through October 2013 and is cooperating with the relevant authorities in their
issues. The Group

investigations."

242.

Citigroup confirmed on November 1, 2013,

in its third quarterly Form 10-Q

Report that "[g]overnment agencies in the U.S. and other jurisdictions are conducting
investigations or making inquiries regarding trading on the foreign exchange markets"

and that

it

"has received requests for information and

is

cooperating

with

the

investigations and inquiries and responding to the requests." Citigroup suspended and
then terminated its head of European spot trading, and has also placed two other traders
on leave.

243. Deutsche Bank confirmed

on September 30,2013, in its third quarterly Interim

Report that it "has received requests for information from certain regulatory authorities
who are investigating trading in the foreign exchange market" and it is "cooperating with
those investigations."
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244. Goldman Sachs' Fonn l0-Q Quarterly

Report dated November 7,2013 disclosed

that "[Goldman Sachs] Group Inc. and certain of its afhliates are subject to a number

of

other investigations and reviews by, and in some cases have received subpoenas and
requests

for documents and information from, various goverrìmental and regulatory

bodies and self-regulatory organizations and litigation relating to various matters relating

to the firm's businesses and operations, including:

trading activities

and

communications in connection with the establishment of benchmark rates."

245. HSBC confirmed on November 4, 2013, in its third quarterly Interim
Management Statement that several governmental agencies are conducting
investigations into HSBC "relating to trading on the foreign exchange market" and that
HSBC is "cooperating with the investigations".

246.

JP Morgan confirmed on November 1, 2013, in its third quarterly Form 10-Q

Report that

it

"has received information requests from various government authorities

regarding the Firm's foreign exchange trading business" and that it "is cooperating with
the relevant authorities."

247.

Similarly, JP Morgan's Form 10-K A¡rnual Report for 2073 disclosed, under the

heading "Foreign Exchange Investigations and Litigation" that "[t]he Firm has received

information requests, document production notices and related inquiries from various
U.S. and non-U.S. government authorities regarding the Firm's foreign exchange trading
business. These investigations are in the early stages and the Firm is cooperating with
the relevant authorities.

248.

RBS confirmed on November L,2013, in its third quarterly Interim Management

Statement that "various governmental and regulatory authorities have commenced
investigations into foreign exchange trading activities apparently involving multiple

financial institutions, that

it "has received

enquiries from certain of these authorities,"

and is "reviewing communications and procedures relating to certain cullency exchange

benchmark rates as well as foreign exchange trading activity and is cooperating with
these investigations."
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249. UBS confìrmed on October 29, 2013, in its Third Quarter

2013 Report that

"[f]ollowing an initial media report in June 2013 of widespread inegularities in

the

foreign exchange markets, [UBS] immediately commenced an internal review of [its]

foreign exchange business," that "[s]ince then, various authorities reportedly
commenced investigations concerning possible manipulation

of

foreign

have

exchange

markets," and that UBS has "received requests from various authorities relating to [its]
foreign exchange businesses, and UBS is cooperating with the authorities."

Financial Conduct Authority Imposes Fines of f 1.1 Billion

250.

a 13 month

On November 12, 2014, following

investigation involving 70

enforcement staff, the Financial Conduct Authority ("FCA")

in the United Kingdom

imposed fines totalling fl,114,918,000 on five of the defendants for failing to control
business practices in their

251.

Gl0 spot foreign

exchange trading operations:

(Ð

Citibank N.A.

(b)

HSBC Bank

(Ð

JPMorgan Chase Bank N.A.

-

(d)

The Royal Bank of Scotland

Plc-

(")

UBS AG -1233,814,000

-

f225,575,000;

Plc-

f,216,363,000;

f222,166,000;
f2I7,000,000; and,

The FCA found that between January 1,2008 and October 15,2013, the above-

noted defendants had ineffective controls in place which allowed their FX traders to put

their banks' interests ahead of those of their clients, other market participants and the
wider financial system.

252. The FCA found that

these above-noted defendants colluded

by

sharing

information about clients' activities which they had been trusted to keep confidential and
manipulated the FX rates through the use of chat rooms and co-ordination of trading
strategres-
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Some Defendants Plead Guilty to Manipulating the Foreign Exchange Market

ZS3. On May 20, 2015, following an investigation by the DOJ, the following
defendants plead guilty to felony charges: Citicorp, JPMorgan Chase & Co., Barclays
PLC, The Royal Bank of Scotland plc, and UBS AG.

254. Citicorp, JPMorgan

Chase

&

Co., Barclays PLC, and The Royal Bank of

Scotland plc plead gUilty to conspiring to manipulate the price of U.S. dollars and euros
exchanged in the foreign cuffency exchange spot market and the banks have agreed to

pay criminal fines totaling more than $2.5 billion.

255.

According to plea agreements, between December 2007 and January 2013, euro-

dollar traders at Citicorp, JPMorgan, Barclays and RBS
"The Cartel"

-

-

self-described members

of

used an exclusive electronic chat room and coded language to manipulate

benchmark exchange rates. Those rates are set through, among other ways, two major

daily "fixes," the 1:15 p.m. European Central Bank fix and the 4:00 p.m- World
Markets/Reuters fix. Third parties collect trading data at these times to calculate and
publish a daily "fi.x rate," which in furn is used to price orders for many large customers-

"The Cartel" traders coordinated their trading of U.S. dollars and euros to manipulate the
benchmark rates set at the 1:15 p.m. and 4:00 p.m. fixes in an effort to increase their

profits.

256. As detailed in the plea agreements, these traders also used their exclusive
electronic chats to manipulate the euro-dollar exchange rate in other ways. Members of

"The Cartel" manipulated the euro-dollar exchange rateby agreeing to withhold bids or
offers for euros or dollars to avoid moving the exchange rate in a direction adverse to
open positions held by co-conspirators. By agreeing not to buy or sell at certain times,

the traders protected each other's trading positions by withholding supply of or demand

for currency and suppressing competition in the FX Market.

257. Citicorp, Barclays,

JPMorgan and RBS each have agreed to plead guilty to a one-

count felony charge of conspiring to

fix prices and rig bids for U.S. dollars

and euros
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exchanged

in the FX spot market in the United States and elsewhere. Each bank

has

agreed to pay a criminal fine proportional to its involvement in the conspiracy:
(a)

Citicorp, which was involved from as early as Decemb et 2007 until at
least January 2013, has agreed to pay a fine of $925 million;

(b)

Barclays, which was involved from as early as December 2007 until July
2011, and then from December20ll until August 2012, has agreed to pay
a fine

(c)

of $650 million;

JPMorgan, which was involved from at least as early as July 2010 until
January 2013, has agreed to pay a fine of $550 million;

(d)

RBS, which was involved from at least as early as December 2007 until
at least

(e)

April 2}10,has

million;

and

UBS, which was involved from at least as early as October 2011 until at
least January

258.

agreed to pay a fine of $395

20l3,has agreed to pay

a

fine of $203 million.

As part of the plea agreement, Barclays, Citicorp JPMorgan, and RBS admitted

that they manipulated the FX Market. Under the terms of the Barclays plea agreement,
these defendants admitted to the following conspiratorial acts:

During the Relevant Period, the defendant and its corporate coconspirators, which were also financial services firms acting as dealers
in the FX Spot Market, entered into and engaged in a conspiracy to fix,
stabilize, maintain, increase or decrease the price of, and rig bids and
offers for, the EUR/USD clllrency pair exchanged in the FX Spot
Market by agreeing to eliminate competition in the purchase and sale of
the EUR/USD currency pair in the United States and elsewhere. The
defendant, through two of its EUR/ISD traders, participated in the
conspiracy from at least as early as December 2007 and continuing until
at least August 2012. ...
2s9.

The plea agreements with Citicorp, JPMorgan, and RBS

contain similar

provrsrons.

260.

Under its plea agreement, UBS admitted to the following conspiratorial acts:

-s8-

one of its FX traders, conspired with other financial
services firms acting as dealers in an FX spot market by agreeing to
restrain competition in the purchase and sale of the EUR/USD culrency
pair in the United States and elsewhere. This was achieved by, among
other things: (i) coordinating the trading of the EUR/USD currency pair
in connection with ECB and WMR benchmark currency "fixes" which
occurred at 2:15 PM (CET) and 4:00 PM (GMT) each trading day, and
(ii) refraining from certain trading behavior, by withholding bids and
offers, when one conspirator held an open risk position, so that the price
of the curency traded would not move in a direction adverse to the
conspirator with an open risk position. UBS participated in this collusive
conduct from in or about October 2011 and continued until at least
January 2013.

... UBS, through

U.S. Federal Reserve Fines Some of the Defendants USD$1.8 Billion

261. Also on }y'ray 20,2015,

the U.S. Federal Reserve announced that it imposed fines

totalling more than USD$1.8 billion against the following six defendants:

262.

(a)

Bank of America Corporation

(b)

Barclays Bank PLC

(c)

Citigroup Inc.

(d)

JPMorgan Chase

(e)

Royal Bank of Scotland PLC

(Ð

UBS AG

-

-

-

-

USD$205 million

USD$ 342 mlllion;

USD$ 342 mlllion;

&

Co.

- USD$ 342 mlllion;

-

USD$274 million; and,

USD$ 342 mlllion.

The U.S. Federal Reserve found that these above-noted defendants failed to

prevent "improper actions" being taken by the FX traders. These "improper actions"
included the disclosure in electronic chat rooms of confidential customer information to
traders at other organizations and the coordination of trading strategies to manipulate the
prices in the FX Market.
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Termination, Suspension and Departures of Employees

263.

The defendants have terminated, suspended, or put on leave over 30 employees

with responsibility for their FX operations. More than 50 employees with trading or
supervisory authority have been terminated or otherwise departed their employment.

264. At least two Bank of America FX employees have departed the bank since the
investigations. Bank of America has also suspended an employee.

265. To date, Barclays has suspended or terminated

at least ten employees. Chris

Ashton was among the employees suspended. Ashton participated in The Cartel chat
room.

266.

BNP Paribas has suspended or terminated at least one employee.

267. At least 72 FX employees

have left Citi, including as a result

of termination.

Citigroup has suspended foreign exchange trader, Andrew Amantia, who was

a

Canadian dollar trader for Citigroup in New York and a member of a chat room.

268.

At least seven employees have left Credit

269. At least seven employees

Suisse.

have left Deutsche Bank. Deutsche Bank has fired

three foreign exchange traders in its New York office and one based in Buenos Aires,
Argentina.

270.

At least seven employees have left Goldman Sachs, including as a result of being

terminated.

271.

JP Morgan has suspended Richard Usher, its head

272.

At least one employee departed from Morgan Stanley

273.

HSBC has suspended or terminated at least four foreign exchange traders

of G-10 spot trading.

including the head of its G-10 spot foreign exchange desk.
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274.

RBS has suspended or terminated at least five foreign exchange traders including

Paul Nash and Julian Munson. On January 29,2014, RBS notified clients that it plans to
stop accepting orders from clients that

will be executed on certain culrency benchmark

rates.

275.

At least two employees have left Standard Chartered.

216.

UBS has restructured its foreign currency trading unit, and its global head has

stepped down. UBS has suspended or dismissed at least 16 employees.

217.

The co-head of RBC Capital Markets foreign exchange spot trading abruptly left

his position in February 2014.

CAUSES OF ACTION
Breach of the Competítion Act

278.

The Conspiratorial Acts constitute offences under Part

VI of the Competítion Act,

in particular, sections a5(1) and 46(1) of the Competítion Act. The plaintiff claims on
behalf of himself and other Class Members loss and damage under section 36(1) of the
Competition Act in respect of such unlawful conduct.

Breach of Foreign Law

279-

The defendants and their unnamed co-conspirators' conduct, particularized in

this statement of claim, took place in, among other places, the United States, various
countries in Asia and various countries in Europe where it was illegal and contrary to the

competition laws of those jurisdictions.

Civil Conspiracy

280.

The defendants and their co-conspirators voluntarily entered into agreements

with each other to use unlawful means which resulted in loss and damage to
Members. The unlawful means included the following:

Class

-6r(a)

entering into the Conspiratorial Acts in contravention of section a5(1) of
the Competition Act;

(b)

the Canadian-based defendants giving effect to a foreign directive in
contravention of section 46(1) of the Competition Act; and

(c)

aiding, abetting and counselling the commission of the above offences,
contrary to sections

28I.

2l and22 of the Criminal Code, RSC 1985, c C-46.

In furtherance of the conspiracy, the defendants, their employees, agents and co-

conspirators, carried out the Conspiratorial Acts described above.

282. The defendants

and their co-conspirators were motivated to conspire. Their

predominant purposes and concems were to harm the Class.

283.

The defendants and their co-conspirators intended to cause economic loss to the

Class.

In the alternative, the defendants and their co-conspirators

knew

in

the

circumstances that their unlawful acts would likely cause injury to the Class.

Unjust Enrichment

284.

The defendants have been unjustly enriched as a result of the conduct alleged

above. The Class Members have suffered a corresponding deprivation in the amount

of

the difference between the prices actually paid by or on behalf of Class Members for
foreigu currency transactions and the prices which would have been paid in the absence
of the Conspiratorial Acts.

285.

Since the difference

in price was received by the

defendants from the Class

Members resulted from the defendants' wrongful and unlawful acts, there is and can be
no

juridical reason justifying the defendants retainin g

any part

of it.

Waiver of Tort

286. In the alternative to damages, the plaintiff pleads an entitlement

to "waive the

tort" of civil conspiracy and claim an accounting, or other such restitutionary

remedy,
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for disgorgement of the revenues generated by the defendants and their co-conspirators
from their unlawful conspiracy.

287. It would be unconscionable for the defendants to retain the unlawful overcharge
obtained as a result of the Conspiratorial Acts.

Discovery of Losses

288.

The plaintiff did not discover, and could not have discovered through

the

exercise of reasonable diligence, the existence of the claims which are the basis of this
action until recently.

289.

The defendants and their co-conspirators actively, intentionally and fraudulently

concealed the existence of the combination and conspiracy from the public, including the
Class Members. The affrrmative acts of the defendants alleged herein, including acts in

furtherance of the conspiracy, were fraudulently concealed and carried out in a manner
that precluded detection-

290.

The defendants' and their co-conspirators' anti-competitive conspiracy was selÊ

concealing. As detailed

in paragraphs 227 to 232 above, the

defendants took active,

deliberate and wrongful steps to conceal their participation in the alleged conspiracy.

291.

Because the defendants' agreements, understandings and conspiracies were kept

secret, the Class Members were unaware of the defendants' unlawful conduct during the

Class Period, and did not know that the FX rates they were payrng (or were being paid

on their behalf) had been unlawfully fixed, maintained, increased, controlled,

and

unreasonably enhanced.

REMEDIES
Damages

292.

The defendants carry considerably more inventory of currency than any other

banks or other financial institutions and are therefore able to act as currency dealers,

facilitating trading

in various

currencies. The defendants are competitors in the FX
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Market, competing

for

customers

by supplying

exchange rate quotations and FX

Instruments. The relationship between the defendants and their customers is the same

as

the relationship between any merchant selling goods or services to consumers in

a

marketplace. In FX trading, the "goods" are money or currency. When a defendant's
customer accepts a quote, the defendant sells currency from its own inventory or seeks
an off-setting order at the bargained-for price. Pricing of currency, like goods, is based
on fundamental market forces of supply and demand.

293.

The defendants' conspiracy limits competition between dealers in the FX Market.

Where customers would, absent the defendants' collusion, have received competitive
quotes and reaped the benefits

of competition, here, the defendants have

repeatedly

agreed in chat rooms to conform quoted customer spreads and spread matrices to each

other's market views, "double team" transactions with the intent

of controlling or

manipulating the market, and colluded to trigger customer limit orders through shortterm trades. These actions, individually and collectively, have the effect of imposing
overcharges on FX customers by artificially increasing the cost of buying culrency and

artificially decreasing the price received by currency sellers. These actions deprive FX
customers of a competitive markeþlace and expose them to artificial volatility.

294.

Absent collusion, the defendants, who are competitors in the FX Market, would

have possessed independent incentives to quote tighter spreads to customers to win more

business in the FX Market. Every purchase of a quantity of currency represents demand

relative to supply

- forces that would, in a market free of collusion, determine the price.

Through collusion, the Class Members were deprived of this active price competition.

295.

Absent collusion, the defendants would have had incentives to avoid abusive

trading practices, like front-running, that could cause customers to find they receive

better execution and trade pricing from other FX dealers. Through collusion, FX
customers were deprived of this competitive markeþlace.

296.

The collusion necessarily injures participants in the FX Market.

All

market

participants transacting in the FX spot market would be receiving artificially low prices

for their currency sales and paying artificially high prices as a result of the defendants'

64-

collusion with respect to bid/ask spreads. This would only be compounded through the
defendants' use

of tactics like "front-running," "banging the close," or "painting the

screen" to cause further injury through manipulation. Furlhennore, because the pricing

of other FX Instruments is driven by the pricing of FX spot transactions, this injury
affected all members of the Class.

297.

Furthermore, the defendants' collusive trading practices in FX spot transactions

at or around the time of the Fixes directly impacted the prices of FX spot transactions
entered into during that time period. As competitors in the FX Market, the defendants

would, absent collusion, compete with respect to the bids and asks that ultimately
determine the Fixes. As such, they engage in price competition with respect to the Fixes
themselves.

298.

The defendants' collusion with respect to FX spot transactions directly impacted

the pricing of outright forwards because their prices are mathem atically derived from the

prices

of spot transactions. The defendants' collusion in the FX spot market directly

impacted the pricing of FX swaps because FX swaps are simultaneous spot and outright

forward transaction.

299.

lndeed, this injury was not even limited to the over-the-counter market. Prices in

the futures market closely track the prices available on the spot market, such that any
disconnect between the two is almost immediately eliminated through trader arbitrage.

Accordingly, the manipulative pricing on the spot market translated into artificial prices
for FX exchange-traded instruments.

300.

The Class suffered loss and damage as a result of the defendants' conduct.

Where the Class Member purchased an FX Instrument, the Class Member was injured as

a result of pay artificially enhanced prices (or where the Class Member was selling
curency, receiving artificially deflated prices). Where the Class Member purchased or
otherwise participates in an investment or mutual fund, hedge fund, pension fund or any
other investment vehicle that entered into an FX Instrument, at least part of the damages

were passed through to such Class Members as a result of the depressed value of the
investment vehicle. Specifically, as a result of the defendants' conduct, the investment
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vehicle bore inflated currency exchange rates and/or received deflated currency
exchange rates, resulting

in a loss in value of the funds. This loss was passed on, in

whole or in part, to holders of the investment vehicle through the deflated value of the
investment vehicle and/or higher management fees. The defendants knew or ought to
have known that such pass-through would occur.

301.

The defendants' anticompetitive conduct had severe adverse consequences on

competition in that the defendants artificially ensured advantageous market movements
in the Wlr4/Reuters Closing Spot Rates by exchanging confidential customer information
and agreeing to collusive traded strategies, such as

"front running," "banging the close,"

and "painting the screen," based on aggregate customer order flow information. Under

the facts alleged herein, the Class Members could not escape such conduct because

of

the dominate position occupied by the defendants in the FX Market.

302. No one defendant could accomplish
manipulation

systematic and continuing control or

of the WM/Reuters Closing Spot Rates without coordinating with

rivals. Absent the defendants' knowledge

of one another's

its

confidential customer

information, the conduct alleged herein would be a risky strategy. The defendants
benefited from coordinating their market activities.

303.

As a direct, foreseeable and proximate result of the defendants' conduct alleged

above, the

plaintiff and the Class have

304. The damage

sufFered damages.

is capable of being quantified on an aggregate basis as the difference

between the prices actually paid by (or on behalf of) Class Members for foreign culrency
transactions and the prices which would have been paid in the absence of the unlawful
consplracy.

305. All amounts payable to the class on account of damages and disgorgement
should be calculated on an aggregate basis pursuant to section 24 of Íhe Class
Proceedings Act, or otherwise.
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306. In addition, the defendants are jointly and severally liable to pay costs of
investigation and prosecution of this action pursuant to section 36

of the Competítíon

Act.

Punitive, Aggravated and Exemplary Damages

307. The

defendants used their market dominance, illegality and deception in

furtherance of a conspiracy to illegally profit from foreign exchange transactions. They

were, at all times, aware that their actions would have a significant adverse impact on
Class Members. The conduct

of the defendants and their co-conspirators was high-

handed, reckless, without care, deliberate, and in disregard of the Class members' rights.

308.

Accordingly,

the plaintiff

requests substantial punitive, exemplary and

aggravated damages.

SERVICE OUTSIDE OF ONTARIO

309.

The plaintiff is entitled to serve this statement of claim outside Ontario without a

court order pursuant to the following rules of the Rules of Civil Procedure, R.R.O. 1990,
Reg. 194 because the claim:

(Ð

is in respect of a tort committed in Ontario (Rule 17.02(g)); aîd

(b)

is against a person carrying on business in Ontario (Rule 17.02(Ð)-

RELEVANT LEGISLATION

310. Theplaintiff pleadsandreliesonthe BankAct,S.C. l99I,c.46,as

amended,

Críminal Code, R.S.C. 1985, c C-46, and the Competition Act, R.S.C. 1985, c.34,
amended.

as
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